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GENESIS
WASDAQ : The Revolutionary Token That Brings Investors a Better Life/Investing
Balance with Predefined Trading Hours
DeFi is a powerful market but with high risks that we all know: no safeguards.
Tired of staying up late and waking up early with the fear that your token price has
dropped?
That's why we created WASDAQ.
WASDAQ ($WSDQ) is the world's first token that you can trade at predefined hours, like
stocks
MONDAY – FRIDAY : 1:30 pm – 8:00 pm UTC
SATURDAY – SUNDAY : CLOSED
The project started in May 2021 and was launched on Binance Smart Chain and listed on
PancakeSwap on July the 5th

We have developed a revolutionary smart contract called Gatekeeper that is responsible
for setting the trading hours. During the closing trading hours, Gatekeeper blocks trading
activities : so, the LP price cannot drop.
You can enjoy family/friends time, be away from screen or go to bed safely.
Our goal is to launch a trading platform with several predefined trading hours tokens, with
reliable tools to trade them efficiently. This trading platform will host other projects / IRL
companies tokens (guest) who want to offer trading at predefined hours.

We believe that predefined trading hours can give mass public adoption to the
cryptos market.
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WSDQ SMART CONTRACT
WASDAQ ($WSDQ) is compound with two smart contracts:
1. The WASDAQ (WSDQ) token Smart Contract (BEP20 AND ERC20 Compliant)
0xafc4d521df3c0566d61931f81f02f1a525bad04d
1,000,000,000 Total Supply (850,000,000 burned - unsold tokens after ICO White List)
150,000,000 Maximum Circulating Supply
https://bscscan.com/address/0xafc4d521df3c0566d61931f81f02f1a525bad04d#code
Launched first on BSC (July the 5th 2021) and on Avalanche C-Chain (November the 8th
2021) with a bridge developed by the Wasdaq Team.
🔒 100% Liquidity locked for 3 years
🔒 100% Team Wallets locked for several months
🔒 80% Marketing/development Wallet locked for several months.
Team and Marketing Wallets will be used for cross chains, development project, employees
and OTC
Team wallets will remain locked until the team is doxxed. Link to Locked Wallets

WSDQ TOKENOMICS
Maximum Circulating Supply : 150,000,000
Binance Smart Chain and Avalanche C-Chain Supply : 65,000,000

ICO White list : 25,000,000
Initial PancakeSwap LP value : 25,000,000
Initial Marketing / airdrop wallet value : 10,000,000 (could be used to reinforce the LP)
Locked for project development : 85,000,000

Team : 24,000,000
Will be used for development company : devs/
partners/ employees/ OTC/ ...

BSC White List
25,000,000

Locked Team
24,000,000

Technical developments / marketing : 61,000,000
Will be used to create cross chains LPs,order book
on the platform, tokens for bridge arbitrage,
platform development, OTC, marketing
Initial PCS LP value
25,000,000

Locked technical developments / marketing
61,000,000

Initial Marketing Wallet value
10,000,000

GATEKEEPER SMART CONTRACT
2. The Gatekeeper Smart Contract
0xf31962fa616cf12670cde88af80d448dc528f397
https://bscscan.com/address/0xf31962fa616cf12670cde88af80d448dc528f397#code
The Gatekeeper is the smart contract that controls the WSDQ token trading times.
Whenever a user or Pancakeswap initiates a transfer, Wasdaq will request the Gatekeeper
for the current trading status.
Upon Wasdaq's request, the Gatekeeper retrieves the actual time from the blockchain,
computes the status of the transactions, and sends it back.

Smart Contracts audited by TechRate with 0 issue
https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/Wasdaq.pdf
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During closed times, token sales and transfers are blocked, but your wallet
remains safe until the next opening time.

AVALANCHE C- CHAIN & BRIDGE
Holders are able to trade $WSDQ on Binance Smart Chain's or on Avalanche's C-Chain, or
both if they wish, using a bridge developed by our team that allows holders to transfer
their tokens between the two networks.
Avalanche “Contract Chain” supports the Ethereum virtual machine : this allowed us to
display our BSC code without any modification.
The bridge will allow to use several Blockchains and not only BSC and Avalanche.
The launch price of $WSDQ on Avalanche is identical to the BSC.
Price variations between the networks is regulated by arbitrage via $WSDQ tokens.
BSC and Avalanche $WSDQ tokens can circulate through the bridge without
exceeding the maximum $WSDQ supply: 150,000,000

WASDAQ BRIDGE
Binance Smart Chain

Avalanche

1. user initiates a bridge operation

2. WSDQ is deposited
to the bridge contract
on Binance Smart
Chain
3. deposit information
propagates to the relayer

5. WSDQ is transferred to user
account on Avalanche Chain

4. the relayer initiates a
transaction between bridge
and user wallet

Avalanche Bridge Contract

BSC Bridge Contract

WASDAQ Bridge Relayer

TRADING PLATFORM
Our trading platform will host other projects / tokens (guest) who want to offer trading at
predefined hours.
As you already know, we have the Wasdaq market (which offers the same trading hours as
Nasdaq ) and then, we will launch (when Wasdaq adoption is stronger) 3 more tokens
(markets) with their own Predefined Trading Hours.
This way, we will have a global 24/7 trading offering for anyone who wants it.
For example, a project owner / company IRL could decide to offer to trade their token on
our trading platform, the Wasdaq market and another market with predefined hours that
we will have.
Or all the 4 market with predefined hours if they wishes.

Each market therefore has its governance token (WSDQ for Wasdaq currently)
And every time a guest token is traded on one of our markets, a % fee is paid to the
holding company and a % fee is returned to the holders of our markets governance tokens
with the main token of the trading platform (for exemple : Binance has BNB token as the main
token of its trading platform)
The long term vision is to become the first exchange platform in the world to offer trading
with predefined market hours.
And like any type of exchange, there are fees on buy / sell orders. And, as governance
token holders, you will receive % fee on volumes.
*we already have the names of the 3 future tokens and the brand name of our future
trading platform. To avoid copycat, this information is confidential.

W PLATFORM* ECOSYSTEM
4 markets with their own Predefined Trading Hours and governance tokens for a 24/7
global trading for guests projects
WASDAQ MARKET : MON - FRI : 1:30 pm to 8 pm UTC / SAT-SUN : CLOSED
W2 MARKET* : DAYS - HOURS
W3 MARKET* : DAYS - HOURS
W4 MARKET* : DAYS - HOURS
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market

W3
market
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W PLATFORM
*W2, 3, 4 markets names and trading
hours are confidential to avoid Copycats
*W Platform name is confidential to
avoid Copycats
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WSDQ TOKENOMICS ON THE
PLATFORM
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Each time a GUEST token is trade on the Wasdaq market,
a % fee go to the W platform (holding company) and a %
is returned to the holders of $WSDQ with the main W
platform token

VISION
We believe in the growing interest in cryptos and know that this is the beginning of a new
financial era.
We are also convinced that many projects have great value but unfortunately suffer from
the lack of safeguards.
It's hard today to hold a position on a token, a project, without being afraid to go to bed
and wake up with the fear that your token position has dropped.
We launched Wasdaq to solve all of these problems in the crypto market.
Wasdaq allows you to take back control of your life, trade only during business hours and
be safe when the market is closed, as the LP token’s price couldn't drop.
Our community is very important, it is inconceivable for us to not share with you
our vision of our projects. It is only together, with our common synergy, we will
succeed in making our W Platform the first Safe Secure Exchange and provide
investors with a Better Life/Investing Balance with Predefined Trading Hours.

LEGAL
The Whitepaper consists of information provided for discussion purposes only and does not constitute
investment advice of any kind. Further, it does not constitute an offer to sell any stock or security or a
solicitation to buy any stock or security. None of the information contained in this Whitepaper is intended to
influence any investment decision nor should it be used as the basis for an investment decision of any kind.
Advice regarding investment in any security, or any tax or legal advice, should only be given by an investment
advisory firm, and WASDAQ is not an investment advisory firm. The WASDAQ Team encourages readers to seek
appropriate and independent professional advice to inform themselves of the legal requirements and tax
consequences of any investments they make, both within WASDAQ and in the blockchain industry. Investments
should only be made with the assistance of an independent financial advisor in the context of their countries of
citizenship or residence, and their place of business with respect to the acquisition, holding or trading of
WASDAQ or any other token. Please note that this Whitepaper does not constitute an offer to sell, or the
solicitation of an offer to buy, for any person for whom it may be unlawful to participate in a sale of token. Those
for whom it is unlawful to participate should not participate. Consult your lawyer or accountant to determine
whether it is lawful for you to participate in this token sale. This Whitepaper should in no way be construed as
being intended to create a contract for investment. This Whitepaper may be revised, with the newest edition
always appearing on our website. For each revision cycle, we will provide notes on what has changed the
justification for the change. Updated versions of the Whitepaper may contain information which may override,
clarify or contradict previous versions, in which case the latest version should be considered the most accurate
and up to date. Because of this, versions which are found outside of the official WASDAQ website may contain
out-of-date or inaccurate information. The most up-to-date version of the Whitepaper can be located online at
https://wasdaq.finance

DISCLAIMER
Crypto assets are a high-risk investment. The market is volatile and large price swings can occur in a short
period of time. You could lose your entire investment. Do not spend more money than you can afford to lose

